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Legal Disclaimer
NOTE: WE STRONGLY SUGGEST THE READER TO GO THROUGH THE SECTION TITLED “DISCLAIMER OF 
LIABILITY” COMPLETELY BEFORE PROCEEDING TO READ THE OTHER CONTENTS OF THIS WHITEPAPER 
ISSUED BY GLOBAL DIGITAL CLUSTER COIN

Any kind of information, predictions, assumptions, and statistics represented in this whitepaper 
are completely for GENERAL PURPOSES. It is advised that the information accommodated in this 
whitepaper cannot be understood as a financial, legal, or advisory council. This whitepaper 
does not lead to an INVITATION TO INVEST and does not organize or promote any type of 
contractual obligation. If you come across any queries or doubts, we recommend that you seek 
assistance from an attorney, accountant, or any other deemed fiduciary of your choice. Any 
reference to external resources or third-party material in the whitepaper is provided for 
representational purposes only and cannot be understood as any form of approval or 
endorsement of their information or estimations.

By reading this whitepaper, you agree to absolve GLOBAL DIGITAL CLUSTER COIN from any 
responsibility for any damages arising directly or indirectly from relying on any information 
provided in this document. Regarding more queries about legislation and regulations 
concerning cryptocurrency, we highly recommend that you seek counsel from qualified 
professionals and your attorney, accountant, or trusted fiduciary. When drafting this 
whitepaper, the utmost care and diligence were exercised to ensure the integrity of the facts 
and statements mentioned in the document. However, GLOBAL DIGITAL CLUSTER COIN does not 
guarantee the complete accuracy or legal relevancy of the information presented in this 
whitepaper.

By reviewing and seeking information about GLOBAL DIGITAL CLUSTER COIN, the reviewer 
confesses that they have read, understood, agreed, and embraced all the terms and conditions 
mentioned in the section labeled “DISCLAIMER.”



Abstract

Acknowledging this rising potential and to capitalize on the market advantages of blockchain and 
cryptocurrency, Global Digital Cluster Coin comes into the picture.

Global Digital Cluster Coin is a blockchain protocol that allows anyone to develop their own 
decentralized applications and code immutable smart contracts. The EVM (Ethereum Virtual 
Machine) compatibility of the Global Digital Cluster Coin protocol will make it easy for developers 
to build dApps in-line with the prominent blockchain networks in the space. In addition to 
blockchain, Global Digital Cluster Coin will have their own decentralized exchange and NFT 
marketplace to provide seamless services to the crypto community. The whole ecosystem is 
powered by $GDCC, the native coin of the platform. $GDCC stands as a lucrative asset due to its 
outstanding utilities and remarkable benefits that it provides to the holders.

The present global economy is at a crossroads as rapid digitization and the evolution of cutting-
edge technologies provide an opportunity for audiences worldwide to collectively restructure the 
concept of money and assets. One of the latest technologies is blockchain, which has the 
potential to transform an assorted range of sectors, from healthcare, commodity trading to 
agriculture. Being the cornerstone of cryptocurrency, it has given the fintech industry a new 
identity by adding a high degree of transparency, immutability, and security, and most 
importantly, it brings in the concept of decentralization.

Blockchain commerce plays a crucial role in making people adapt to crypto assets, which in turn 
necessitates the need for trading of cryptocurrencies. Decentralized financial services have seized 
the attention of crypto enthusiasts worldwide and contributed a significant percentage to the 
overall growth of the crypto space. According to stats of DeFi Pulse, the total value of crypto 
assets locked in the DeFi protocol is $70.87 billion USD, as of February 2022. On the other hand, the 
reports of Coin Market Cap the total market cap of all cryptocurrencies has surged to more than 
$1.76 trillion USD. These mighty figures show the momentous expansion of cryptocurrencies overall.



Who we are
“A New-Age Protocol To Cater Web3.0 Services”

Global Digital Cluster Coin is a community-driven technology that lets anyone construct their own 
dApps and serves as a hub for digital asset, international payments, & applications. The protocol 
is open to everyone, and so any individual in the world can access the system at any time with just 
a simple internet connection. Being a peer-to-peer network, it enables users to make transactions 
directly with the concerned person, thereby eliminating the intervention of intermediaries. No 
entity or institution has control over Global Digital Cluster Coin, and this makes it impossible for 
anyone to restrict the process of receiving payments or using the on-chain services.

Global Digital Cluster Coin will also launch its own decentralized exchange, which operates with 
the aim of providing the custody of funds directly to users themselves. As a protocol developed 
by the community, for the community, GDCC’s decentralized exchange, Hopium, will bestow a 
seamless and hassle-free crypto trading experience to its community. The non-custodial 
nature will make users take complete responsibility for all their funds/transactions and the 
platform will not interfere at any cost.

Furthermore, Global Digital Cluster Coin will introduce their own NFT marketplace for NFT admirers 
all across the globe. It allows the participants to purchase, sell, trade, mint, and hold NFTs securely. 
The marketplace supports an assorted form of NFT, right from photos, videos, music, in-game assets 
to all other kinds of digital collectibles. The marketplace will be packed with rare and branded NFTs 
that add unique value to the holder’s portfolio. By storing the data on the blockchain, GDCC’s 
exquisite NFT marketplace will offer immutable ownership rights to the holders.

The operations of Global Digital Cluster Coin further get strengthened by its native token, $GDCC. 
It is an EVM compatible token that facilitates high-speed transactions at very low gas fees. It is a 
full-fledged and the latest crypto asset that helps audiences worldwide to have access and 
receive the all-inclusive perks of decentralization.



Mission

Vision

The adept crew behind Global Digital Cluster 
Coin is driven by the following missions.

As a community-driven blockchain entity, 
our vision is to

To empower innovators to use our world-class 
protocol to develop scalable and user-friendly 
decentralized applications.

To connect the whole network of purpose-built 
blockchains into a unified and scalable 
ecosystem with high-end security standards.

To increase the financial independence and 
freedom of digital assets by providing 
unparalleled decentralized financial services.

To make Global Digital Cluster Coin one of the 
eminent networks in the world with a complete 
ecosystem of DeFi and NFT services.



Our Ecosystem
The ecosystem of Global Digital Cluster Coin consists of

The Blockchain Network

Global Digital Cluster Coin is a platform fueled by blockchain technology with its native 
cryptocurrency, called $GDCC. This distributed ledger technology makes the platform secure, 
transparent, and immutable, and all these characteristics enable $GDCC to accrue value. The 
platform is also designed in such a way to support scalable decentralized applications, where 
the developers can easily build them as the network is GDCC compatible. Smart contracts are a 
prime component of Global Digital Cluster Coin and they imply how the process in the protocol 
can operate automatically and e�ciently without the intervention of middlemen.

Decentralized Exchange NFT Marketplace Blockchain Network

Network’s Architecture:

Global Digital Cluster Coin uses a 3-layer architecture, which includes a Core Layer, Application 
Layer, and Storage Layer.

Application Layer Core Layer Storage Layer

dApp Wallet SDK Smart Contract

Wallet API Account

Distributed 
Storage Protocol



Application Layer:

Blockchain developers can build a plethora of applications - decentralized applications and 
wallets, on Global Digital Cluster Coin. Since the network allows them to deploy and execute 
smart contracts, the privileges of utility applications are limitless

Core Layer:

Basically, the core layer consists of a wide range of modules, including smart contracts, account 
management, consensus, etc. To make developers easily build the applications, Global Digital 
Cluster Coin uses Solidity as a programming language, and the support can be enhanced by 
including advanced languages in the future. The network’s consensus mechanism is based on 
the Proof of Stake model, and it was chosen to meet the ongoing requirements in the industry.

Storage Layer:

Global Digital Cluster Coin utilizes a unique storage model to fulfill the real-world demand for 
varied data storage. This model safeguards blockchain storage by transforming it into more 
stable storage and prevents it from halting abruptly in an intermediate state.

GDCC Virtual Machine:

GDCC environment has a featherweight, turing-complete virtual machine that establishes a 
frictionless connection with the programmers and offers them a tailor-made, secure, convenient, 
and e�cient blockchain system. This virtual machine is forked from the EVM and links seamlessly 
with the development ecosystem. Global Digital Cluster Coin code is implemented in Java and 
additionally supports a proof of stake model.



Consensus:

As said, the network will utilize the Proof of Stake consensus mechanism. It is a one-of-a-kind 
mechanism to verify cryptocurrency transactions. Through this system, the owners of $GDCC 
can stake their assets to claim the rights to check the addition of new blocks. Once it is 
validated, the blocks will be added to the blockchain. By staking (locking) the crypto assets, 
the owners can conceive their own validator nodes. When a block is ready to be processed, the 
validators of the protocol will choose the block to review. On examining the block, they will 
come to a conclusion whether the transaction is accurate or not. For a valid transaction, 
blocks will be added to the network, and validators can claim rewards for their contribution. If 
the validators make any mistakes, then they will lose some of their staked assets as a penalty.



Also, as a matter of acknowledging the recent upgradation of the EIP-1559 protocol in GDCC, 
the Global Digital Cluster Coin implements the same and tries to increase the mining speed of 
its native currency $GDCC, and even incentivises it.

Simplified Workflow of Global Digital Cluster Coin:

Initially, the compiler will convert the Solidity smart contracts into bytecode that can be 
accessed and executed on the GDCC’s virtual machine.

This virtual machine will then interpret information through opcode.

Lastly, the virtual machine will use the interoperation layer to retrieve blockchain information 
and activate the External Data Interface.



Scalability:

One of the prime stumbling blocks in today’s blockchain world is scalability. Even some of the 
reputed networks face this issue and it affects the user directly with higher gas fees. The higher 
the network congestion, the higher will be the gas fee. Global Digital Cluster Coin jounces off 
this deficiency by creating a scalable network. This is done by providing each node with a 
smaller data to process, instead of the whole data. This significantly reduces the workload of 
the nodes and requires minimal effort to validate each transaction in the protocol. Sharing the 
data and processing it separately will produce a higher throughput rate, which is generally, the 
number of transactions per second (TPS).

GDCCscan - A Block Explorer:

Similar to other blockchain explorers, Global Digital Cluster Coin has its own block explorer, 
called GDCCscan. It lets anyone in the world to view public data on transactions, smart 
contracts, addresses, etc., on the protocol. Functioning like a search engine, it enables users to 
have a glance at all the transactions confirmed on the network. This is because Global Digital 
Cluster Coin is an open-source and community-driven protocol. The hash of every transaction, 
which is basically a transaction ID, can be used to verify all the activities. On the whole, it 
stands as a source of this blockchain information and a database of smart contracts.

Tokens:

Being a compatible network, Global Digital Cluster Coin allows users to issue tokens. In order to 
create their own token, it is mandatory for the issuers to provide a token name, total token 
supply, the exchange rate to $GDCC, market cap, circulation duration, description, website, 
frozen token quantity, etc. The GDCC standard is the technical standard for smart contracts to 
create tokens supported by the GDCC virtual machine. This standard is compatible with 
GDCC20 token standard.



Performance of Global Digital Cluster Coin

Featherweight Architecture: GDCC’s virtual machine adopts a simple and straightforward 
architecture with the objective of diminishing resources to ensure maximum performance.



Robustness: The use of smart contracts makes the platform highly secure and robust.



High Compatibility: Since the network is compatible with the GDCC Virtual Machine, it can 
easily be adopted by programmers to execute and deploy smart contracts.



Cross-Chain Functionality: The platform establishes a smooth connection across different 
blockchain networks and unites them under one roof.



High-Speed Transactions: The transactions on the Global Digital Cluster Coin network will be 
very fast and get confirmed within a matter of seconds.



Lower Transaction Fee: The platform addresses the scalability issue and therefore charges a 
minimum gas fee for all the transactions in the network.

Smart Contracts and dApps:

Global Digital Cluster Coin provides a foundation layer of blockchain with an in-built turing-
complete programming language. This ability of the protocol will aid the developers in coding 
their smart contracts and dApps by conceiving their own agreed rules and regulations for 
ownership, transaction versions, and state transition operations. Generally, smart contracts are 
just cryptographic bundles that consist of certain values. All the operations in a process work 
only if the prescribed conditions are satisfied. Therefore, it does not give space to alter, cheat, 
or modify the data/information and does not require any institution to govern the process. 
Indeed a trustless ecosystem for web3.0 applications.



Burning Mechanism:

Crypto burning is the practice of sending crypto 
coins tokens to a wallet that does not have an 
access key, resulting in the tokens being lost forever. 
The exercise is carried out in order to reduce the 
number of coins in circulation. In the case of the 
GDCC, a portion of each transaction fee, measured 
in GDCC, is burned. We Have burned 72.85% of the 
total supply of the coin to dead address. 
0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD 
Click Here network.

Hopium - GDCC’s Decentralized Exchange:

As a reputed blockchain-based entity, Global Digital Cluster Coin yearns to increase the 
adoption of crypto assets by introducing its own decentralized exchange, Hopium. It allows 
users to purchase, sell, trade, stake, and withdraw crypto assets instantly and securely. Since it 
is a decentralized exchange, there is no need for users to provide their details and other KYC 
particulars. Any crypto enthusiast can join the platform by just integrating their existing 
popular wallets, such as MetaMask or Trust Wallet.



The operations in the platform will be powered by its native utility token, HOPE. The imperative 
utilities of HOPE token include staking, yield farming, Lottery, governance attributes, etc. Any 
account can conceive a trading pair between any two tokens. The exchange will act as a fast 
and inexpensive platform to all other DEX in the market. It gets rid of conventional order book 
mechanism and uses the model of Automated Market Maker to create liquidity pools. This 
makes transactions instant and effective for users. All the transactions are performed via 
smart contacts, and therefore, it largely eradicates the need for counterparties.



The Work Nature of Hopium:

As discussed above, the platform utilizes the Automated Market Maker model. These market 
makers are self-executed protocols, which can handle the liquidity pool on their own. These 
pools will be supported by liquidity providers, the one who supplies the tokens to create the 
pairs. These liquidity providers will get “liquidity tokens” based on the share they spent to fund 
the liquidity pool. Also, these liquidity tokens can be redeemed for the shares they hold. 
Whenever the transaction occurs, the traders will pay a fee to the pool, and this, in turn, will be 
rewarded to the liquidity providers depending on their share. The funding of the pool can be 
done with $GDCC and any other compatible tokens since the platform is built on the robust 
Global Digital Cluster Coin network.



Consider an example of the $GDCC/USDT (stablecoin of compatible standard) liquidity pool. 
Let the $GDCC portion be A and the USDT portion be B. The platform considers their product 
(A*B) as the total liquidity in the pool, and this shall be C. The mechanism that the platform 
follows is that C should always remain constant, that is,   



So whenever the portion of A or B increases or decreases, the mechanism will adjust in such a 
way to keep C constant.

A*B = C.

$HOPE - The Native Utility Token

$HOPE is the indigenous token of the platform that is 
developed on the robust Global Digital Cluster Coin 
network. It is the prime instrument of payment and 
transactions on the platform. It bestows 
phenomenal privileges to the holders through its 
utilities. It assures constant growth and lucrative 
returns for its holders. The following are the utilities 
of the $HOPE token.



Similar to staking, farming is the next big thing in the 
Hopium exchange. By providing liquidity to the pools, 
one could be able to earn LP tokens. These LP tokens 
have to be harvested (staked) to reap $HOPE tokens. 
Farming $HOPE tokens will yield them remarkable 
returns. On the whole, it acts as an excellent passive 
income solution for the holders.

Staking:

Staking is one of the best utilities of the exchange 
platform. By simply locking up the $HOPE tokens in the 
pools, holders can claim exciting rewards. It gives the 
owners a lucrative return from the fixed APR, 
depending on the lock-up period.

Lottery:

Lottery is an exclusive utility to test luck. Every lottery 
session will have a time, say 5 hours, and purchasing 
the ticket (costs 10 $HOPE) will provide users with a 
random four digit number. To win the lottery (50% of 
the entire pool), the numbers on the ticket should 
match those on the winning ticket. Rewards will be 
provided even if the owner’s two or more numbers 
match.

Farming:



Initial Farm Offering (IFO):

Hopium is spearheading its one-of-a-kind ICO model, 
named Initial Farm Offering (IFO). Participating in an 
IFO is simple and straightforward. By simply depositing 
the $HOPE-$GDCC LP tokens, one will be able to buy the 
newly listed project’s token. If a user does not have 
$HOPE-$GDCC LP tokens, then they need to buy them 
first. Deciding the share to contribute, an equal 
proportion of $HOPE and $GDCC tokens have to be 
procured. Depositing these tokens in the liquidity pool 
will make users earn LP tokens. These LP tokens can be 
exchanged for the new project’s tokens in the IFO page.

NFTs:

The $HOPE tokens are crucial in making 
participants win adorable NFTs on the platform. 
The NFTs can either be collected as a collectible 
and stored in the wallet, or even it can be 
redeemed for the $HOPE tokens. Users need to 
register on the NFT page, and the winners will be 
announced on a random basis.



Security Features of Hopium

User Benefits of Hopium:

Encryption of Data: This is the most necessary feature for any decentralized exchange. It provides 
military-grade protection for user data and other sensitive information.



Jail Login: This feature prevents users from signing in if they provide incorrect login details for three 
consecutive times. Access can be retrieved by only contacting the exchange.



Anti-Denial of Service (DoS): Sometimes servers may catch up with colossal requests. This feature 
prevents the server from receiving such requests.



Anti-Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS): This security feature safeguards exchanges from giant 
crowds coming from multifarious sources.



Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF): It is to protect internal systems from fraudulent attacks that 
arise from unsafe web portals.

Flexible Payment Modes: The platform allows users to prefer their flexible mode of payment by 
giving first priority to their convenience.



Easy Integration of Wallet: The exchange will allow users to easily integrate their wallet with just a 
matter of a few clicks.



High Scalability: The exchange is developed on the Global Digital Cluster Coin network, and so it 
provides a high throughput rate to users by allowing multifarious transactions per second.



High-End Security: The security features are meticulously crafted to provide the utmost security to 
the assets traded in the platform.



Seamless Experience: The platform offers users a seamless crypto asset trading experience overal



The Scope of Global Digital Cluster Coin:

The Metaverse has now turned into one of the hottest 
topics in the crypto sphere. Realizing the rising 
demand, Global Digital Cluster Coin will hop onto the 
bandwagon of metaverse-based play-to-earn games. 
GDCC’s metaverse-based game will allow players to 
be a part of a shared 3D virtual world. With this whole 
virtual ecosystem, players can buy, sell, and trade 
digital properties, such as land and other collectibles. 
It provides a remarkable opportunity for gamers to 
monetize their gameplay. To be precise, players can 
conceive their own microworld with virtual trees, 
aircraft, and other exciting stuff.



The game will have its own native tokens, which form 
an imperative mode of payment for all the in-game 
assets available in the game. Also, these in-game 
assets will be tokenized into NFTs, and it can be moved 
to GDCC’s marketplace as well as the external 
marketplaces to enable seamless trading between 
game lovers across the oceans.



The game will provide the players with exhilarating 
rewards and alluring airdrops to keep them engaged. 
As a matter of making it a community-driven 
platform, they will give players complete control over 
the rules of the virtual world, and this is feasible 
through DAO. The players can directly vote on game 
and organizational policies.



NFT Marketplace:

Global Digital Cluster Coin yearns to leverage the concept of non-fungible tokens by 
launching its own NFT marketplace. This platform enables users to purchase, sell, trade, and 
hold NFTs without any complications. The marketplace will own all forms of NFTs, including 
both tangible and intangible assets. The platform will stand as an ideal marketplace for 
creators/artists and offer a hassle-free NFT trading experience overall.

Features of GDCC’s NFT Marketplace:

NFT 
MARKETPLACE

Attractive Storefront: 
The marketplace will 
have a beautiful 
storefront where all the 
NFTs will be displayed 
with the required 
particulars, making it 
easy for buyers to buy.

Cross-Chain 
Compatibility: NFTs of 
different blockchain 
networks can be 
procured easily with a 
cross-chain bridge.

Advanced Search: This 
feature helps 
participants easily find 
their desired NFTs from 
an assorted range of 
categories.

Simple Listing: The listing 
operations of NFTs are 
made simple and 
straightforward, and it is 
entirely the user's choice 
to list either in an auction 
sale or a fixed price sale.

Splendid User Interface: The crew behind GDCC’s NFT marketplace has worked scrupulously 
to make the user experience interactive and engaging.



The Workflow of GDCC’s NFT Marketplace:

Since it is a decentralized platform, creators/artists can connect their wallets to the application.



This makes them create their account or profile on the platform.



As a creator, the user needs to upload the digital file of their work.



Then, a title, description, picture, price, and other relevant data related to NFTs should be provided.



Creators can prefer their own listing method



Next, the process of minting is done. This is the step where the digital file gets converted into NFTs.



Once the NFTs are listed, buyers come into the play



If their favorite NFTs are listed in auction sales, they must place a bid. The highest bidder at the 
specified time will be announced as the winner



If their favorite NFT is listed in a fixed price sale, then they can pay the right price to procure the NFTs.



Once the transaction is confirmed, the NFTs will be transferred to the wallet.



Metaverse
GLOBAL DIGITAL CITY is a virtual world, built 
on GDCC BLOCKCHAIN where players can 
build, own, and monetize their gaming 
experiences using VRT, the platform's 
utility token. 




 is an essential 
part of the GLOBAL DIGITAL CITY platform 
and GDC are working on platform and its 
value.

VRT (VIRTUAL RIDE TOKEN)

Cross-Chain 

GUSD

Muzella



GUSD

GUSD is a 1:1 USD-backed stablecoin pegged with 
digital dollar.

Cross-Chain 

The development of a decentralized Cross-Chain 
cryptocurrency exchange (DEX), as an alternative, using 
intelligent algorithms to execute and complete 
transaction orders in the blockchain ecosystem. They 
extend the capabilities of DeFi more efficiently.

Muzella 

NFT Marketplace is MUZELLA- The open NFT Marketplace on GDCC 
that enables creators to choose and mint NFTs. Creators know what 
they are selling and collectors know what they are buying.



MUZELLA allows creators to make their listed NFTs on sale visible to 
public or only privately.



Perks of GDCC’s NFT Marketplace:

Immutable Ownership Rights: One of the very first benefits is that the marketplace provides users 
with immutable ownership rights for the NFTs they hold.



Interoperability: With the support of cross-chain functionality, users can connect with different 
blockchain networks.



High Liquidity: The platform allows users to trade NFTs instantly, and this ensures a high degree of 
liquidity for the holders.



Lucrative Returns: As a creator-centric marketplace, the platform provides wonderful opportunities 
for creators by recognizing their masterpieces.



Rare and Branded NFTs: The marketplace will have an exclusive collection of rare and branded NFTs 
to add unique value to the holder’s portfolio.

$GDCC’s Role in the NFT Marketplace:

$GDCC powers the entire NFT marketplace single-
handedly, and offers participants diverse benefits. 
They can use $GDCC as a mode of payment for 
minting, listing, trading, and other forms of fees. 
This acts as a decent revenue source for the 
platform.

MP4

NFT

PDF

MP3



Revised Tokenomics
Maximum Supply – 70,00,000

Locked Staking - 10,18,524

Burn- 51,00,000

Circulating Supply – 8,81,476

Total Supply - 19,00,000

73%

27%

Public Sale

Burn



Statistics
Miners Fee Distribution

50% fee will be distributed to Locked Pool Rewards and other 50% will be for Ecosystem Development.

From Ecosystem Development pool, 7% will be distributed to Seven Stake Pool and 10% will be burnt 
up to 12,00,000 GDCC and the rest will be the total supply. 

It will be the first Blockchain to be managed by public, with no individual entity, company or group 
holding any coins.

Pool Rewards

Burn

Seven Stake 
Pool

10%

7%

50%

33%
Ecosystem 

Development.



Roadmap

Contact Details

PHASE 1:

Conduct market 
research Verification of 

technical feasibility 
Verification of market 

feasibility

Building community 
through marketing 

campaigns Testing of 
the platform Preparation 

for public sale

Listing of GDCC tokens in 
the exchange Public sale 
Development of our own 
decentralized exchange 

platform

Constitute the project 
team Creation of 

whitepaper 
Development of 

Global Digital Cluster 
Coin’s network

Launching DEX and 
enabling crypto trading 
worldwide Development 

and launch of NFT 
marketplace 

Development of play-
to-earn metaverse-
based NFT Games

PHASE 3: PHASE 5:

PHASE 2: PHASE 4:

You can reach out to us through any one of the following mediums:

Website Email Twitter Instagram

Reddit Medium Telegram

https://www.gdccoin.io/
https://outlook.live.com/owa/
https://twitter.com/cluster_coin
https://www.instagram.com/globaldigitalclustercoin/
https://www.reddit.com/user/Gdcc_coin
https://globaldigitalclustercoin.medium.com/
https://t.me/GDCC_official

